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Terms and Conditions
LEGAL NOTICE
The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the
creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or
represent at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly
changing nature of the Internet.
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this
publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or
contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. Any perceived slights of
specific persons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional.
In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees of
income made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their own judgment about their
individual circumstances to act accordingly.
This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or
financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services of competent
professionals in legal, business, accounting and finance fields.
You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading.
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Foreword
Youngsters are often deemed highly resilient and able to get over
just about any state of affairs, but wounding experiences in
childhood can have severe and long-lived effects well into adulthood
if they're left unresolved. Childhood issues with parents can result
from anything that makes a youngster feel helpless and interrupts
their sense of safety and protection, including: sexual, physical or
verbal abuse; domestic violence; an precarious or unsafe
surroundings; separation from a parent; neglect; bullying; grave
illness; or intrusive medical procedures. So let’s have a deeper look
at how to deal with these issues.

Parental Reflections
Facing Up To Your Mommy And Daddy Issues
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Chapter 1:
The Dynamics Of Childhood Experiences
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Synopsis
If you’re enduring the emotional and psychological aftermaths
of a wounding childhood, there's hope.
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A Little Background Info

Most individuals will have an adept idea of just how much our
parents, and our raising, affect us as grownups. But there's a strange
twist to what we have come to anticipate. Here is a basic verbal
description, with all the extra material removed, leaving behind only
the main phrases:
 My parents stated I was a spoiled boy/girl.
 I would like to be unspoiled.
 To be unspoiled, I can't oppose my parents. It's wrong to make
them wrong.
 Consequently, to be unspoiled, I have to be spoiled.
Naturally, this “spoiled” can be anything – unintelligent, useless,
unworthy, plump, a liar, furious, the list is perpetual. However the
thought is the same: even if we have not run across our parents in
decades, in a lot of ways we're still youngsters, living under their
regulations. We're all the same looking for their blessing or disfavor
in ways that don’t always add up with our logical mind.
For each one of us, there's a association between our early household
dynamics and experiences and our up to date mental attitude and
conclusions. Many individuals don't recognize how their histories
affect their adult lives, or how their choices in individuals, repetitive
states of affairs, and conclusions -- even their emotional responses -are connected to those early damaging experiences, playing a major
role in their current sadness.
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For these individuals and 1000000s like them, a bit much time is
committed to duplicating the despicable dynamics of childhood in a
vain effort to repair or deal with deep hurt and yearnings. Too
frequently they use their emotional hurt to control other people or
excuse their own incorrect and destructive behaviors. Some turn to
therapy, only to discover themselves entrapped in their self-pitying
victim mode, robbed of optimism, self-assurance, and development.
This may sound unintelligent, but please consider it a bit. When I first
distinguished this unusual line of abstract thought in myself, a long
time ago, it made no sense, and I believed I was misguided. I did not
do anything with what I discovered, so this restriction remained
within me for far too long. However I was of late reading an
inspirational book that described this precise same paradox – and it
said that it was among the most basic things seen in therapy, if you
recognize what to look for.
When we can discover this in ourselves, matters begin to shift, and we
slowly get to be our own person. Please take a minute now to consider
this, to ascertain how it applies in your own life. There's a inclination
to get meshed into examples, so it's a beneficial idea to look into it
before we talk about it any further. Think carefully now about your
own childhood experiences.
In this book we will examine the fact that you can, if not defeat all the
past pain, you can at least proceed through your times of trouble with
some sense of command. You can’t truly choose emotional responses
as they’re somewhat irrational and impetuous. But you are able to
supervise your focus of thought, your conclusions, and your actions.
You can Say yes to your life despite everything.
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Chapter 2:
Find What Sets You Off-A Look At Stress
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Synopsis
You have the power, at whatever time, to alter the personal
programming that's causing things like stress. You simply have
to take responsibility for your emotional responses in all states
of affairs. Asking yourself, "how come?" will cause you to dig
deeper into the subconscious and discover, well... How come
you have the responses you do.
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Face It-Stress Or Whatever
Stress forever originates from a trigger. A lot of times, you aren't even
cognizant this trigger has happened as it's hidden in the
programming of your subconscious. There are universal, social
triggers that the bulk of society reacts to, like grid-lock traffic or
unpleasant colleagues, and there are personal trips, like being alone
in the home at night or being forced to drive yourself someplace.
Personal trips are personal as they effect you differently than they do
somebody else, and there's forever a reason they're there.
As youngsters, we're instructed to respond in a particular way. Even if
your parents never really sat you down and stated, "This is how you
address this thing," they still instructed you how to act and respond
by their own processes. They set an model, and youngsters memorize
from what they see and go through.
Getting aware of how/when/where and why your personal tension
starts is the beginning step in locating what sets you off. When you
get consciously cognizant that you're becoming overwhelmed, you
have the ability to stop stress perfectly in its tracks. However you have
to make the determination to do so.
A beneficial way to begin locating what sets you off is to make a list of
what makes you furious, sad, frightened and frustrated. Any emotions
you believe negative. By addressing these emotions head on, you get
cognizant of them. Take a good look at how you respond to each
emotion, and muster up a fresh way of addressing them. If you know
you're prone to angriness, dig deep and discover why particular
situations make you furious. Every time you muster up an answer, ask
yourself how come. Once you answer that question, ask yourself how
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come again. After a time, you'll discover yourself making fun of your
reaction. Here's an illustration:
Let's suppose you're prone to get furious over sitting at a red
stoplight. You're sitting there, tally the seconds as they tick by,
becoming more furious with each one. Your inside dialogue might go
like this:
 "Any time! I've matters to handle here!"
 "How come you have matters to handle?"
 "Because I have to get "such-and-such" arranged."
 "How come?"
 "Because I'm on a deadline here!"
 "How come?"
 "Because that's the way it is!"
 "How come?"
Get the point? Pretty air headed, huh?
Now, at this point, some individuals tend to get furious at themselves,
which only makes things worse. Don't let this happen. If anything, let
the inner dialogue pass the time while you're waiting. Before you
recognize it, it's your time to go. Study to poke fun yourself, and take
responsibility for how you produce your own angriness, sorrow,
fearfulness and frustration.
Occasionally, you'll discover yourself in situations that press your
buttons, and regardless how hard you try, you can't seem to avoid it.
Seldom will you be in a spot that you merely can't walk off from. So
don't be afraid to do so. It's finer to walk off, and get your emotions in
check before you do or say something you'll feel bad about.
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Occasionally a state of affairs can't be altered, so live with it. Nothing
says you have to be emotionally affected. You decide to be
emotionally affected, and if you can't alter it, learn to live with it.
When you do this, you'll recognize how easy life can be. Occasionally
it plainly is what it is... and you forever have a choice in how you
react.
Youngsters are an exclusion to the "walk off" rule. They're dependent
on their surroundings. It's our duty as grownups to set an model, and
make that surroundings as confirming as we can. Grownups have
issues as they were youngsters with issues. Growing up doesn't mean
the programming vanishes. If anything, it gets worse as it's been
suppressed for years. Youngsters undergo stress just like grownups,
and if that stress is a daily happening in their life, they get to be
stressed out adolescents, who become stressed out grownups, who
take that stress out on their youngsters. See the blueprint? Help be a
part of the answer, and take responsibility to stop the cycle.
Locating what sets you off calls for self-analysis. You're not going to
discover it unless you do. You have to take a full long look in the
mirror, and discover what makes you tick. If it's not dreadful, you're
not delving deep enough. Work out the "how come," for it holds the
key. Everybody has an emotional response issue that calls for change.
If we didn't, our globe would be perfect. So turn up what sets you off
and alter your emotional responses. By doing so, you'll alter the way
you view the world around you, and help somebody else in the
process.
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Chapter 3:
Get Control Back
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Synopsis
Feelings of weakness can carry run over into adulthood and
can make you feel and behave like a ceaseless victim, causing
you to make selections based on your preceding pain. When
you’re a victim, the preceding is in control of your present
tense. But when you’ve subdued your pain, the present tense is
controlled by you. There might always be a struggle between
preceding and present tense, but as long as you’re wishing to
let go of the previous defenses and crutches you used as a
youngster to navigate , you'll be able to repossess control of
your life now and mend your pain.
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Get A Grip
I've discovered that many individuals who experience past parental
issues or have had wounding things happen to them feel that they've
no force or control over their own lives. Control of your life might
have been absorbed when your symptoms were grave and you were in
a very vulnerable position. Loved ones , acquaintances and healthcare
professionals might have made decisions and assumed action in your
behalf as you couldn't make conclusions for yourself, they believed
you wouldn't make beneficial decisions or they didn't like the
conclusions you made. Even when you're older, others may carry on
making decisions in your behalf. Frequently, the decisions that are
made for you and the ensuing action are not those you'd have chosen.
Repossessing control of your life by arriving at your own conclusions
and your own choices is crucial. It will help you to feel more beneficial
about yourself and might even help you to relieve some of the things
that have been afflicting you.
There are many things you are able to do to start this process. You are
able to do these things in any way that feels right to you. You might
wish use a journal to list or compose your thoughts and ideas as a way
to stay centered on what it is you wish, to motivate yourself and to
record your advancement.
Consider what you really wish your life to be like.
Do you wish to:
 Return to school and study something of special concern to
you?
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 Heighten your gifts in some way?
 Change of location?
 To do a particular sort of work?
 Have another dwelling or to own your house?
 Have an spouse?
 Have babies?
 Get more physically active?
 Lose or gain weight?
You are able to probably think of a lot more thoughts. Write them all
down. You might want to hold them in a journal.
2. List those matters that have kept you from executing the things you
wanted to do in the past. Maybe it has been deficiency of income or
training. Perhaps somebody in your life takes a firm stand on making
your decisions for you.
Then put down ways you may work on settling each of the problems
that keep you from doing the matters you wish to do and being the
sort of individual you want to be. As you accomplish this, remind
yourself that you're a smart individual. You might have been told that
you're not smart. You have the power to discover ways to settle
problems and to work at resolving them. You are able to settle these
problems slowly or fast. You'll be able to take small steps or huge
steps -- whatever feels correct and is possible for you. However you
must do it if you wish to take back control of your life.
In the process of taking charge of your own life, you might need to
alter the nature of your relationship with a few of the individulas in
your life. For example, rather than your doctor telling you what to do,
you and your doctor would discuss your options and you'd pick out
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the ones that felt best to you. You might need to tell a parent or
spouse that you'll make your own decisions. You might have to tell a
sibling who's been overprotective that you are able to attend to
yourself now.
3. School yourself so that you have all the data you require to make
beneficial decisions and to take back control of your life. Study
resource books. Check into the net. Ask individuals whom you trust.
Make your own decisions about what feels correct to you and what
does not.
4. Design your schemes for making your life the way you wish it to be.
Work out the best way for you to get what it is that you want or to be
the way you prefer to be. Then start working on it. Keep at it with
bravery and persistency until you've reached your goal and made a
dream come true.
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Chapter 4:
Find Support
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Synopsis

A natural instinct that many people dealing with parent issues
have is to pull away from others, but this will only make
matters worse. A huge part of the healing process is linking up
to other individuals, so make the effort to sustain your
relationships and look for support. Talk to a trusted loved one,
friend or counselor and Think about joining a group.
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Don’t Hide-Get Support
Before beginning on the trail seeking a particular support group, we
advise that you first identify what sort of group you need.
Here are some instances. For medical disorders including disorders
like asthma, arthritis, AIDS, or anorexia, the group commonly
addresses issues of that specific disease or group of similar diseases.
For dependency, mental health, or educational issues, it isn't forever
so clear. For instance, you may feel depressed and logically conclude
that you need a depression support group. It might turn out, all the
same, that you're in a horrific marriage and are a victim of domestic
violence. That would lead you to a domestic violence group.
To answer this problem, we advise that you distinguish the problem
with which you wish to deal instead of the name of a specific group.
Then do your search seeking groups that may help you deal with that
issue.
Telephone the self-help/support group clearinghouse for your region.
These are nonprofit organizations which help individuals find or form
support groups of all forms. There are more than a hundred
clearinghouses across the US, Canada, and around the globe; all the
same, not all areas are served by a clearinghouse.
Telephone your local United Way "First Call for Help" or
"Information and Referral". These organizations list non-profitmaking agencies in a given region; call your local United Way to
check if they know of the support groups you're looking for. If you
want to find a United Way office outside of your area, call 1-800/411-
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8929 and enter the 5 digit postal code for the area you want. They'll
connect you with the local United Way for that region.
Check out your local paper calendar of events for support group
meetings.
Check out countrywide or global organizations which address the
issue which interests you to see if they have a local chapter in your
region.
Check out support groups in your place which address an matter
similar to the one(s) you are looking for. For instance, if you're trying
to get hold of a group which deals with cocaine addiction, you could
call your nearest chapter of AA, Al-Anon, or Overeaters Anonymous.
Check out organizations or pros in your region which treat the issue
at hand. In the case of cocaine dependency, you could call a drug
education center, a treatment center, a hospital, a church with a
dispossessed outreach program, or a psychologist who specialises in
addiction.
Refer to the phone book if you know the name of the group you're
looking for. Try both the business "white" pages or the yellow pages
under support groups, human services, or another like class. Many
groups are voluntary organizations whose telephone contacts are
volunteer members of the group and are therefore not listed in the
telephone directory under the name of the organization.
.
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Chapter 5:
Stay Healthy
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Synopsis
Your ability to cope with issues will increase if you're healthy.
Constitute a daily routine that lets you get plenty of rest, eat a
well-balanced diet and exercise on a regular basis. Above all,
stand back from alcohol and drugs. These may provide
temporary relief but will unavoidably increase your feelings of
depression, anxiousness and isolation and can worsen your
issues.
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Pay Attention To Your Wellness

You hear a great deal about living a healthy life-style, but what does
that entail? Generally, a healthy individual doesn't smoke, is at a
healthy weight, eats sound and exercises. Sounds easy, right?
The mystery to healthy living is making little changes...taking
numerous steps, adding fruit to your cereal, ingesting an extra glass
of water...these are just a couple of ways you are able to begin living
healthy without drastic alterations.
Among the largest troubles in the U.S. today is deficiency of activity.
We recognize it's good for us but avert it like the blight either because
we're used to being sedentary or afraid that physical exercise has to
be vigorous to be worth our time. The reality is, motion is motion and
the more you do, the fitter you'll be. Even restrained activities like
chores, horticulture and walking can make a deviation.
So, even if you choose little changes and a more minor weight loss,
the benefits are all the same pretty good. One study has discovered
that just a ten% weight reduction helped weighty patients reduce
blood pressure, cholesterin and gain longevity.
Consuming a fit diet is another part of the sound lifestyle. Not only
can a unclouded diet assist with weight management, it can as well
better your health and quality of life as you become older. You are
able to utilize the new Food Guide Pyramid to ascertain how many
calories you require and what food groups you ought to center on or,
if you're seeking littler changes, you are able to use these ideas for
easy ways to alter how you eat:
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 Consume more fruit. Put it on your cereal, your salads or even
your suppers
 Slip in more vegetables. Get them wherever you can--a tomato
on your sandwich, peppers on your pizza pie, or extra
vegetables in your spaghetti sauce. Keep pre-cut or
canned/frozen vegetables set up for speedy snacks.
 Alternate your dressing. If you consume full-fat dressing,
alternate to something more low-cal and you'll automatically
consume less calories.
 Consume low-fat or fatless dairy. Alternating to skimmed milk
or nonfat yogurt is another easy way to eat less calories without
having to alter too a great deal in your diet.
 Establish some replacements. Look through your cabinets or
electric refrigerator and choose three foods you eat daily. Put
down the nutritional material and, the next time you're at the
store; discover lower-calorie replacements for just those three
items.
Producing a sound lifestyle doesn't have to imply drastic alterations.
As a matter of fact, drastic alterations almost always lead to being
unsuccessful. Making little alterations in how you live every day can
lead to big advantages, so work out how you'll be able to to be healthy
today.
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Chapter 6:
Abolish Bad Habits
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Synopsis
Bad habits may take a lot of descriptors, like negativity and
forever distrusting other people, or turning to alcohol or drugs
when opinions become too hard to accept. Bad habits may be
hard to break, peculiarly when they’re utilized as crutches to
help you stave off reliving the pain of your childhood. There is a
way to begin addressing them however.
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Alter Behavior
The key to abolishing bad habits is to replace them with good ones.
Although a lot of us have heard this, let’s stop to Think about some of
the richer wisdom of the construct. By substituting bad habits with
other indifferent or good habits we're not just substituting one habit
with a different one. To stop bad habits we must wipe out focus and
mental affiliations associated with the bad habit.
So among the main things to prevent when attempting to stop a bad
habit, is to beat yourself over it. Every time you center on the subject
of your bad habit, even really broadly, all you're doing is curbing the
revising of personal connections. If you've a moment of helplessness
and indulge in the habit you're trying to end, don’t sit there and feel
shamed, obsessing over the state of affairs, just move ahead and
attempt to see how the weakness was activated and how you may
avoid it in the time to come.
As well, if we spend time lecturing ourselves for our preceding
mistakes what do you think the chief message is that we're giving
ourselves in terms of self-image? We're stating, in effect, “I can’t do
anything decent, so why even hassle with it”. When a better response
to a hurdle in the way of ceasing a bad habit would be something like,
“yep, that was one step back, but from the experience and all I may do
is move ahead from here.”
In the early on stages of ceasing a bad habit, it might be valuable to
blatantly replace the bad habit with a beneficial habit, or something
less bad than the one you're attempting to end. If you’re rather stoic
you might even wish to Think about substituting the bad habit you
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wish to end with an exceedingly good habit. For instance, say you
wish to end your dependency to cigarettes, might one cigarette a day
with 5 minutes of exercise and step-up this by one session daily?
For a few, adding challenge to the close of a bad habit may help make
it intriguing and fun. These forms of structured games with revising
our habits may bring a type of order to the total topic of habits we’d
like to alter, such that we're less likely to feel engulfed when we come
to the hurdles along the way of alteration.
Be truthful with your habit ceasing goals. If you set the bar too high
you'll only let yourself down and this commonly leads to
disintegration of the master plan to cease the habit. Take some time
to sit and put down what you’d like to see altered and by what level.
Then you’ll acquire a feel for how long the procedure is expected to
take. Be patient yet steadfast with yourself and you’re sure to win.
Remember, it’s forever worth attempting again if you don’t win
initially, as we acquire something from every failure that may help
future tries.
Alteration is hard, there’s no refusing this reality. However there are
ways we can open our minds and hearts to alterations that make
conclusions look more positively as fresh beginnings. This is may be a
helpful way to attack ceasing a habit you don't like. Recognize that
there will be instants of enticement and internal battle, but that if you
succeed you'll be repaid with fresh perspectives and new areas of self
to search.
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Chapter 7:
Give Yourself A Break
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Synopsis
When you’ve been badly hurt as a youngster you develop outof-control emotions, hopelessness, defense reactions and
distorted percepts that are hard to release. It will take a lot of
time and hard work to release these feelings. Give yourself a
break and reward your progress, regardless how little it may
appear. It’s the small triumphs that will finally help you win
the battle of healing your mommy and daddy issues.
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Quit Beating Yourself Up
If you expend a bit much time trying to center on improving yourself,
the last result may be frustration and natural depression. Part of
being a human being is bearing failings, but each one of us as well has
potencies. Real self-reformation doesn't mean centering all of your
energy on attempting to make yourself better. Real self-reformation
equilibrizes real knowledge of both potencies and failings.
Too frequently, individuals centre on should-haves. I should have
stated, I ought to have done, and so forth. This focus will keep you
enclosed in the past and centering on your errors. Everybody makes
them, but each one of us has to find out how to accept our errors,
forgive ourselves and move ahead.
Acceptance is the beginning step in betterment of one’s self. For many
individuals, it's far more facile to admit their faults, and not as easy to
discover the good in ourselves. All the same, each of us must learn to
admit our beneficial points. If you have a difficult time with
compliments, then you're centering on your failings rather than
admitting that even you have potencies. Work at writing up a list of
your strengths, and you may discover that you don’t truly need to
improve as much as you might have believed.
As hard as adoption of both good and bad might be, forgiving one’s
self for defects can be a far greater challenge. A lot of us find it easier
to forgive other people than ourselves; on the other hand we're
enclosed in the trap of perfectionism. Not one of us is pure, and
perpetually strain for or beating ourselves up for not representing
perfection is self-defeating. Sure, you have made errors, but does it do
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you any good to go on hashing over that instant? Attempt looking
yourself in the eyes in the mirror and stating, "I forgive you!" Truly
mean it, as well, as you're just as mortal as others.
A different way to help you better and accept yourself is to write up
self-affirmations. Put these in different regions of your home where
you'll read them daily. Easy things like: "I'm loveable." "I'm a good
individual." "I'm desirable."
Going ahead is very crucial, and perpetually trying to better yourself
may hold you back. A bit much focus on betterment is like all work
and no play! Self-reformation is a learning experience, and it's
likewise something that won't materialize overnight. The more we are
alive, the more we discover–about ourselves and other people. We
each play a part in our experiences, but not all of the blame or fault is
ours solely. We can't alter other people, but learning to live with and
forgive ourselves may help us alter the way we let other peoples’
actions touch us.
So give yourself that break today, and quit centering on your defects.
We each have room for betterment, but we shouldn't spend overmuch
time on our failures. After all-not one of us can alter the past!
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Chapter 8:
Accept And Release
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Synopsis
Just because you accept something doesn’t imply you’re
embracing your issues or that you like it or jibe with it.
Acceptance means you’ve determined what you’re going to do
with it. You are able to decide to let it rule your life or you are
able to determine to let it go. Releasing doesn’t mean “poof!”
it’s as if by magic gone. Releasing means no longer letting your
bad memories and feelings of past issues to rob yourself of
living a good life today.
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See It And Let It Go
The opening move is to recognize that we're not our emotions. We're
not sad; there's sadness inside us. We're not angry; there's anger
inside us. If we're identified with our emotions, we can’t do anything
about it. I'm a human – I can’t alter that.
However when we recognize it's just a feeling, and it isn't us, we take
away our investment, and we may take steps to mend it. We can act in
suitable ways, rather than being controlled by it. Take angriness, for
instance. Every time I acted out my angriness – by yelling and
screaming – I incorrectly thought I was the anger, and did what it
ordered me to do.
To release the emotions, gather up a little object, like a pencil, and
clench it as tightly as you are able to. It begins to hurt after a long
time, right? How do we release it? We merely slack up the muscles in
our hand, and as we do so, the pencil comes out of our clutches by
itself. We don’t have to do anything, we simply have to loosen up and
release. It's the same with our unspeakable emotions.
In this technique, there are a few releasing questions utilized for this
process. After a little of practice, we may merely release by ourselves,
but they're a marvelous learning tool.
Merely ask yourself – may I let this notion go? And attempt to answer
it without thought. Yes or no, it does not matter – merely go with
your beginning response. The query functions as an invitation, so
really often, even with a nope, the releasing all the same occurs.
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Following, ask yourself – Would I? This is a richer invitation.
Occasionally we believe we can’t release, and yet we would like to –
we recognize how much it hurts. This query taps into this willingness,
which may defeat any resistance.
If the reply is still nope, or you're discovering it hard, ask yourself
would I rather accept this feeling, or would I preferably be free?
The final question is – When? This is a additional invitation to
release, right now. If you have a busted arm, are you going to hold off
till next week to travel to the hospital?
Following, merely repeat the 4 queries till you feel it's gone, or if
you're ready to take a break.
Finally, please use your good sense here. In the depths of depression,
facing sadnesses can make you feel vile. You might break down into
tears. It's super rare, but conceivable that other people may get
heavier physical symptoms. Always quit if you experience anything
physical that you feel you can’t manage. Don’t let this frighten you off,
it's very uncommon.
Sigmund Freud once hypothesized that we're driven by the pleasurepain principle. That is, many of our quests instinctually center on
questing for pleasure and warding off pain. But while warding off
negative events and individuals may be smart in the outside world,
this instinct works against us in our interior life. We can't take to the
woods when it comes to our pain and unresolved emotions, for
they're a part of us.
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Wrapping Up
And these are some of the basic techniques for working through the
issues from our childhoods. They're found in a lot of systems, from
schools of modern psychotherapeutics to ancient spiritual customs, so
you don’t have to accept any belief systems to do them. Do not give up
if you discover yourself not doing too well at the start. A lot of us have
refused our feelings for far too long, a habit that has been deep-rooted
in us since puerility. We merely don’t understand how to feel any
longer.
However that’s all right. It’s all part of the learning process. Just like
finding out how to ride a bike, we make errors and we don’t do too
well the 1st time. Don’t beat yourself up; just go on practicing. Before
long we'll find this to be a natural way of being in the cosmos.

Hopefully this book has given you the tools to get
over and cope with some of the past issues from
your childhood.
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